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Abstract
We present a technique for deﬁning and extracting passage-time densities from high-level stochastic process algebra models. Our high-level formalism is PEPA, a
popular Markovian process algebra for expressing compositional performance models. We introduce ipc, a tool
which can process PEPA-speciﬁed passage-time densities and models by compiling the PEPA model and passage speciﬁcation into the DNAmaca formalism. DNAmaca
is an established modelling language for the low-level speciﬁcation of very large Markov and semi-Markov chains. We
provide performance results for ipc/DNAmaca and comparisons with another tool which supports PEPA, PRISM.
Finally, we generate passage-time densities and quantiles for a case study of a high-availability web server.

1. Introduction
Passage-time densities are key metrics for performance
modellers of distributed computer and communication systems. Indeed, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) often use
passage-time quantiles as contractual obligations, e.g. 98%
of text messages must be delivered within 2.5 seconds.
However, the ability to derive these passage-times formally
and from a high-level model is only now becoming practical, due to the fact that passage-time calculations in large
systems require correspondingly large amounts of computational effort. In this paper, we present ipc, a tool which
can generate passage-times over one such high-level modelling paradigm, PEPA.
PEPA [16, 17] is a popular Markovian process algebra for
specifying compositional performance models. To provide a
sufﬁciently powerful analysis capability for our PEPA models, we will make use of DNAmaca [19], a tool for the numerical analysis of low-level Markov and, more recently,

semi-Markov [3] speciﬁcations. DNAmaca originally specialised in performing steady-state analysis of large systems
with up to ½¼¼ million states [20, 21]. Subsequently, the capacity to perform transient and passage-time analysis has
been incorporated into DNAmaca as well [2, 9, 15].
In this paper, we present ipc, the Imperial PEPA compiler, which compiles system-level passage-time requirements, along with the associated PEPA model, to a DNAmaca speciﬁcation. ipc automatically derives and compiles
in stochastic probes, which are small fragments of process
algebra that specify the start and end points of passage times
in PEPA models. ipc does not unfold the global state space,
instead using the compositional nature of the PEPA model
to construct an equivalent DNAmaca model. In this way, ipc
performs the compilation in linear time, with respect to the
size of the original PEPA description.
ipc is meant to complement current PEPA tools [7, 8, 12,
22], which already support steady-state and transient measures and rewards. As such, we will speciﬁcally focus on
the passage-time aspect of PEPA model analysis. The rest
of this paper is organised as follows: we introduce PEPA
in Section 2, the current PEPA tool-base in Section 3 and
the DNAmaca modelling formalism in Section 4. The ipc
tool architecture is described in Section 5. In Section 6, we
present a PEPA case study of a high-availability web server.
Section 7 compares the performance of ipc/DNAmaca with
the PRISM tool. Finally, in Section 8, we describe the
derivation of passage-time densities and quantiles from our
PEPA case study using stochastic probes.

2. PEPA
PEPA is a parsimonious stochastic process algebra that can
describe compositional stochastic models. These models
consist of components whose actions incorporate random
exponential delays. The syntax of a PEPA component,  , is
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represented by:








 









 Ë 

 

(1)

  is a preﬁx operation. It represents a process which
does an action, , and then becomes a new process,  .
The time taken to perform is described by an exponentially distributed random variable with parameter
. The rate parameter may also take a -value, which
makes the action passive in a cooperation (see below).

½  ¾ is a choice operation. A race is entered into between components ½ and ¾ . If ½ evolves ﬁrst then
any behaviour of ¾ is discarded and vice-versa.



½ Ë ¾ is the cooperation operator. ½ and ¾ run in parallel and synchronise over the set of actions in the set

 . If ½ is to evolve with an action   , then it must
ﬁrst wait for ¾ to reach a point where it is also capable
of producing an -action, and vice-versa. In an active
cooperation, the two components then jointly produce
an -action with a rate that reﬂects the slower of the
two components (usually the minimum of the two individual -rates). In a passive cooperation, where ½ ,
say, can evolve with an   -transition, the joint action inherits its rate from the ¾ component alone.

 is a hiding operator where actions in the set  that
emanate from the component  are rewritten as silent
actions (with the same appropriate delays). The actions in  can no longer be used in cooperation with
other components.

 is a constant label and allows, amongst other things, recursive deﬁnitions to be constructed.

3. Survey of PEPA Tools
There are a number of methods and tools available for solving PEPA models. One way in which a PEPA model can
be solved is to use the PEPA Workbench [12] to generate
the state space of the model and the inﬁnitesimal generator
matrix of the underlying Markov chain. The PEPA Workbench writes this matrix in the concrete syntax of the Maple
computer algebra system [23] so this can be solved conveniently in the high-level mathematical computing environment which Maple offers. This method gives us an option which is not supported by any of the other PEPA tools,
namely to solve the model symbolically in terms of the symbolic rates used in the model, instead of solving it only for
a particular set of concrete values of these rates. Unfortunately this facility is practical only for very small models.
For models of even moderate size it is necessary to use concrete values for the rates.

Other PEPA tools now encompass a number of wellengineered direct solution methods. The Möbius multiformalism modelling framework supports PEPA as one of
its input languages [8]. Möbius provides efﬁcient sparse
matrix-based implementations of steady-state and transient solvers as well as a simulator.
A different approach to the representation of the inﬁnitesimal generator matrix of the CTMC is taken by the PRISM
probabilistic symbolic model checker [22]. PRISM stores
the matrix as a multi-terminal binary decision diagram
(MTBDD) which offers compact storage for structured state
spaces of signiﬁcant size. PRISM supports PEPA as one of
its input languages and offers a range of numerical solution
procedures: Power, Jacobi, forwards and backwards GaussSeidel, JOR and forwards and backwards SOR.
Our contribution here is to allow additional solution procedures and passage-time analysis capabilities to be accessed via ipc, a tool written in the Haskell lazy functional programming language [18]. Its purpose is to compile a PEPA model into the input language of Knottenbelt’s DNAmaca analyser [19]. The possible steady-state
solution methods offered by DNAmaca include direct methods (Gaussian Elimination, Grassmann), classical iterative
methods (Gauss-Seidel, ﬁxed SOR, dynamic SOR), Krylov
subspace techniques (BiCG, CGNR, CGS, BiCGSTAB,
BiCGSTAB2, TFQMR) and decomposition-based methods
(Aggregation-Isolation, Aggregation-Isolation Relaxed).

4. The DNAmaca Modelling Formalism
DNAmaca is a modelling language for Markov and semiMarkov chains. As many previous publications already exist [2, 3, 9, 15, 19, 20, 21] describing the mathematical
foundation for the calculation of steady-state, transient and
passage-time distributions in such models, we will not dwell
on the complete details here; rather in Section 4.1, we will
brieﬂy describe the theory behind the uniformization technique [14, 26], used by the HYDRA release [10, 11] of
DNAmaca to calculate passage-time quantities in Markov
models.
The DNAmaca interface language, to which ipc compiles, is
described in [19]. Section 8 will use this to describe the construction of the stochastic probe, used to measure passagetime quantities in a PEPA model.

4.1. Passage-time Calculation
PEPA models reduce to an underlying continuous-time
Markov chain (CTMC), so we consider an state CTMC
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with
generator matrix 
  . Solving the linear system 
 subject to   gives us the
steady state vector,  . We calculate passage-time densities from many source states  to many target states
 by means of an efﬁcient uniformization-based analysis.
Uniformization [14, 26] transforms a CTMC into one in
which all states have the same mean holding time  , by allowing invisible transitions from a state to itself. After normalisation of the generator matrix rows with an associated
Poisson process of rate  , we obtain a one-step DTMC transition matrix  , given by:


where
odic).



 

(2)

   (to ensure that the DTMC is aperi-

is met, for given tolerance , the steady state probabilities
of  ¼ are considered to have been obtained with sufﬁcient
accuracy and no further multiplications with  ¼ are performed.

5. ipc Tool Architecture
ipc performs the translation from PEPA to a stochastic Petri
net formalism [27], and also incorporates any extra logic
necessary for expressing the passage-time or steady-state
query (see Section 8).
The ipc compiler consists of:
1. .pepa ﬁle parser
2. PEPA normal form translator

While uniformization is normally used for transient analysis, it can also be employed for the calculation of responsetime densities and quantiles [24, 25]. We add an extra, absorbing state to our uniformized chain, which is the sole
successor state for all target states (thus ensuring we calculate the ﬁrst passage-time density). We denote by  ¼
the one-step transition matrix of the modiﬁed, uniformized
chain. Remembering that the time taken to traverse a path
with hops in this chain will have an Erlang distribution
with parameters and  , the density of the time taken to
pass from a set of source states  into a set of target states 
is given by:
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5. PEPA-passage speciﬁer
6. command line parser for passage-time and steady-state
queries
The .pepa ﬁle format allows, for instance, arbitrary numbers of sequential preﬁxes and also arbitrary numbers of
summation and cooperation operations attributed to a single constant label. The normal form in question strictly enforces the binary summation and cooperation, insisting on
constant labels after each operation; it therefore also has to
take care of the unique labelling of all components states.

The PEPA-passage speciﬁer augments the input PEPA
model with process algebra probes and adds the requisite passage speciﬁcation command to the DNAmaca ﬁle;
this is explained in more detail in Section 8.

6. Case study: High-availability Web Server

¾


Truncation is employed to approximate the inﬁnite sum in
Eq. (3) (and Eq. (5)), terminating the calculation when the
Erlang term drops below a speciﬁed threshold value. Concurrently, when the convergence criterion



4. DNAmaca component linker and .mod ﬁle generator

The component linker takes the DNAmaca description of
the individual PEPA components and creates shared transitions with appropriate preconditions and actions to represent the cooperation over shared actions.

 . The
and in which is any non-zero solution to 
corresponding passage-time cumulative distribution function is given by:


  


3. component state space explorer



(6)

In this section, we present the description and analysis of a
PEPA model which we will use:




to compare PEPA tool chains ipc/DNAmaca and
PRISM in generating steady state solutions
to demonstrate ipc/DNAmaca’s capability to automate
the generation of passage-time densities
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Our model is of a high-availability web server. A typical
application scenario for such a system is a web-based current events news feed which must meet strict quality-ofservice requirements on availability and response-time. Regardless of whether the underlying technology is web-based
or not, such systems require careful performance engineering to achieve peak efﬁciency [4]. In part, the strict QoS
requirements are met by skewing the prioritisation for fast
reads over writes so that writes are buffered and only processed at times of low read load. The consequence of this is
that there is no guarantee that a reader will see the latest version of the site although high availability is maintained.
The system is built of a cluster of servers, each of which
can fail independently and be repaired independently. If all
of the servers fail then a special recovery mechanism can
restart them all. We now proceed to describe the components of the system.

6.1. The server model
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def
def
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def
def

def

Taking, for example, 
, the process instantiation expression for the server cluster is as shown below:


where
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6.3. Buffered writes

The server receives read requests each of which incurs a
read lookup before the server is available to serve the next
request (states  and   below). A successful write request requires that none of the servers are in
the process of performing a read access, so that all servers
can be simultaneously updated (therefore no    action is allowed in the   state). The server may
fail and while failed (the   state) read requests
are not intercepted (no     activities) whereas
write requests (   ) are absorbed without action. It is
assumed that server resynchronisation occurs during recovery. The write costs are different in the functioning and failure states (the costs are quantiﬁed by variables  and 
respectively). Failed servers may be repaired individually
(   ) or collectively (    ).



the server group is restarted with all failures recovered simultaneously (as a result of a high-priority repair).

      
     
     
      
     
     
      


The write buffer manages the promotion of buffered writes
to server write actions. To ameliorate the relative infrequency of all the servers being available simultaneously to
perform an    , write requests are necessarily buffered
until the buffer capacity,  , is reached. When an    action does occur, the entire write buffer is executed and emptied.

    ¼
   

      
      
       

      
def
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6.4. Web authors and browsers













6.2. Server groups
The recovery of the servers is co-ordinated by a server
group manager. The responsibility of this component is to
witness server failures and recoveries from failures. When
the server number,  , is reached and all servers have failed,

Web authors (writers) issue web content to the system. Web
browsers are the readers in our system. It is assumed that
there are multiple writers and, comparatively, a much larger
number of web browsers (readers). This accounts for the
prioritisation of read access over writes.
We have a population of  writes and  reads in a given
time period. After these have all been processed, all the
writers and readers are simultaneously reset for the next
time period. In this way, we maintain an irreducible system and we can easily measure when a ﬁxed number of
reads and writes have occurred (by passively observing
   actions), without having to set up further action counting-process components (e.g.   ).
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Writers may perform only buffered writes. They have no capacity to perform a server write directly.


 

  Û   
    

def

 

def



With three writers (
) the process instantiation expression for the writers is as shown below:

     
   .
def

where 

Readers send read requests and then await the response
from the server.

 
 

    Ö 
     
     

def





def





If we model three readers (

), for instance, we get:


   
     
where     . Readers and writers are reset
def

Tab. 1 presents the results of our model-building and solution. We varied the parameters    and  as indicated in column 1 in the table. The state space of the model
is given in column 2. Timings are given in column 3 and
column 4. All measurements were made on a 2.0GHz Pentium IV processor machine with 1Gb of memory, running
Red Hat Linux 7.2. The GNU time command version 1.7
was used to obtain the measurement data. The time reported
is elapsed real (wall clock) time used by the process, measured in seconds.
We used PRISM Version 1.3.1 and DNAmaca version 0.95.
For both tools the problem is to solve the model for its equilibrium probability distribution. We used the same accuracy for the numerical precision of the results and used a
range of solution options for both tools. The PRISM tool has
three solution engines (MTBDD, Sparse and Hybrid) and
seven numerical procedures so there are twenty-one possible combinations of these3 . In the table below, we report
the best time recorded for all combinations of solver and
engine. The times taken by ipc and the equivalent PEPA
compiler of the PRISM tool are not included in the runtimes presented. The run-times reported reﬂect the processing time for the native formats of the tools only. These
Parameters
 , , ,
3, 3, 2, 2
4, 3, 3, 3
5, 4, 3, 3
6, 5, 3, 3
6, 5, 4, 4

by the dedicated component:

    Û
def



 



6.5. The system equation
The system is built compositionally by composing the behaviours of the simpler component to form the behaviour of
the model as a whole:

     
  

        
  
   
where            .


States
1,376
21,248
69,440
211,968
1,369,728

PRISM
run-time
2.02
7.55
21.12
70.62
303.03

DNAmaca
run-time
3.12
6.70
17.73
58.14
381.94

Tab. 1. Run-time measurements for the web
server model

def

  

  

def

 

¼

def

results show that DNAmaca is competitive with PRISM.
Models with larger state spaces can be solved faster with
parallel and distributed versions of DNAmaca, which are
also available [11, 15, 21].

8. Extracting Passage-time Densities with ipc
7. Tool Comparisons
In this section, we present a comparison of the
ipc/DNAmaca tool with the PRISM solver. Our running example is the high-availability web server model
presented in the previous section. This model is conﬁgurable by varying the numbers of servers,  , buffer capacity,  , number of readers, , and writers,  .

In this section, we make use of the \passage pragma in
DNAmaca to extract passage-time quantities from our webserver case study. The version of DNAmaca which extracts
3

In PRISM version 1.3.1 not all of the solution procedures are implemented for the MTBDD engine so the number of possibilities is less
than 21.
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8.1. Automated PEPA Passage-time Speciﬁcation
To ease the description of passage-times in DNAmaca, ipc
provides us with a method to specify passages which relate directly to the high-level PEPA model. Given start actions and stop actions for the passage, ipc ﬁrst adds a simple PEPA fragment to the model, which synchronises with
the system and passively observes the occurrence of these
key actions. We call these fragments stochastic probes [1],
as they effectively measure the system for the required passage. Probes are similar in nature to the testing component
concept used in [13], which were used to aid transient analysis of PEPA models. In our context, stochastic probes are
speciﬁed with the set of starting actions, , and the set of
terminating actions,  , and take the general form:



    

def

¾
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¾ 



¾

   

def
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Passage 1: average passage-time density for ProbeA measure

0.6
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0.5
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1.5

2
Time, t

     

The probe, initially in state  , waits for any one of the
start actions  
before moving to state   . In
waiting for a start action, it must absorb any stop actions it
comes across without changing state. If any of the start actions also appears in the stop action set,  , they are treated
as start actions ﬁrst before being treated as stop actions in
the state   . A corresponding strategy is used for
stop and start actions in the    state. The new
system is created from the synchronisation of the old system with the probe as follows:

 ¼

8.2. Examples

0.1

def



Here ProbeX_run and ProbeX are variables which encode the relevant state in the underlying DNAmaca Petri net
model. If there are many underlying source states to a passage, as there often will be, then the steady-state distribution
is used to weight the different possible passages, to give an
overall passage distribution at equilibrium [15].

Probability density, p

passage-times from purely Markov systems (release version
HYDRA) uses uniformization to calculate both densities
and cumulative distributions (as described in Section 4).




 

Now, on seeing the probe ﬁrst enter state   , the
passage-time measure is started and on the next occurrence
of state, , the measure is stopped. To encode this,
ipc automatically adds the following passage measurement
to the DNAmaca .mod ﬁle:
\passage {
\sourcecondition{ (ProbeX_run > 0) }
\targetcondition{ (ProbeX > 0) }
}

2.5

3

3.5

4

Fig. 1. Average passage-time density for the
time taken to commit a write to the servers
from the moment that it is buffered. ( = 5, 
= 4,  = 3,  = 3: 69,440 states)

Fig. 1 shows the passage-time density representing the time
taken for a write action to actually take place in the web
server after it is ﬁrst added to the write buffer. To achieve
this ipc uses the PEPA fragment, , which looks for
a    action to signify a write update being placed into
the write buffer. The fragment then stops measuring, on seeing the next    action which will represent the write
buffer being ﬂushed and the initial buffer write being committed.


 


½

def

def
def

      
      
       






  



 

Fig. 2 represents the passage-time density between successive    actions; this is the time taken to complete
an entire cycle of  reads and  writes. It is measured us-
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quality-of-service or quantile information, such as, the system will complete reads and  writes in 21 time units,
96.9% of the time (also shown in Fig. 3).

0.12
Passage 2: passage-time density for ProbeB measure

0.1

Probability density, p

0.08

9. Conclusion

0.06

In this paper, we have introduced the ipc tool as a means
of compiling PEPA models into DNAmaca speciﬁcations
and thereby access the rich passage-time analysis and large
state-space capability that DNAmaca has to offer.

0.04

0.02

0
0

5

10

15
Time, t

20

25

30

Fig. 2. Average passage-time density for
reads and  writes. ( = 5,  = 4,  = 3,
= 3: 69,440 states)

We have also demonstrated that the ipc/DNAmaca tool
chain compares favourably to current tool technologies, as
used by PRISM, for the steady-state analysis of large PEPA
models.

1.2

As future developments and to provide further analysis possibilities, we are looking to using ipc to compile full PML
(Probabilistic Modal Logic for PEPA models [5, 6]) speciﬁcations into DNAmaca, as an alternative way of expressing
passage start and termination points.

Passage 2: cumulative passage-time for ProbeB measure
96.9% quantile
1

Cumulative Probability, p

The main thrust of the paper has been to show how ipc
automatically constructs PEPA probes to specify passages
across process algebra models. These can then be passed to
DNAmaca to provide the modeller with passage-time densities, cumulative distributions and passage-time quantiles.

0.8
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Acknowledgements
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Time, t
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Fig. 3. Average cumulative passage-time distribution for reads and  writes and quantile measure. ( = 5,  = 4,  = 3, = 3: 69,440
states)

ing the PEPA fragment:

 
 
 ¾

def
def

def

 
 


   
  



   

 

Fig. 3 displays the equivalent measure in cumulative distribution form (an option in the DNAmaca passage syntax). From the cumulative distribution, we can derive useful
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